We are growing! Here’s our fuel for
success
We ask the questions that move corporate recruiters forward. Then we continuously
expand our business model to deliver the answers in the form of new services and
additional features and add-ons within our comprehensive job advertising portfolio. For
us, standing still is not an option at any time.
In order to provide solutions for every job advertising challenge today and in the future,
and to further accelerate business growth, we are happy to welcome 10 new recruitment
marketing experts to the VONQ team in June. But it is not only our team that is growing:
we are proud to announce more renowned, globally leading companies rely on us for
data-driven job marketing campaigns.

May we introduce: Our teams get thought-leader reinforcement
With the acquisition of IGB last year, we offer our customers the ideal product mix
consisting of data-driven job advertising campaigns in the Job Marketing Platform, plus
multi-posting and programmatic advertising in IGB’s Job Post to manage thousands of
vacancies with ease. However, we know that a company can only stay successful if it has
the right people on board. That's why we're excited to introduce you to the new strategic
minds of the VONQ team.

Welcome to VONQ Group!
Sander van Oyen, Sales Director VONQ / Managing Director IGB
With a Master's degree in technical business
administration and more than 25 years of professional
experience in recruitment, online media publishing and
the SAAS industry, Sander will start as Sales Director at
VONQ and Managing Director at IGB from August 1,
2021. Sander already proved his strategic and
operational skills in the past as an entrepreneur and
was most recently successful as Commercial Manager
at Noordhoff.
Connect with Sander on LinkedIn

Peter Berry, Sales Director EMEA at VONQ.
Peter Berry has already worked as Account Manager,
Area Sales Manager, Alliances Partner Manager EMEA at
Oracle and most recently as Regional Sales Manager at
eQuest. Peter brings valuable industry knowledge in the
area of multi-posting to his new position as Sales Director
EMEA at VONQ and knows the requirements in-and-out
of a successful recruitment marketing strategy.
Connect with Peter on LinkedIn

David Haessig, Regional Sales Director, IGB
David graduated with a Bachelor's degree in
Applied Foreign Languages and subsequently
worked for companies as Sales Director EMEA,
including EOLIA and TMP Worldwide. David joined
IGB in February of this year in the position of
Regional Sales Manager. Previously, he was in
charge of Strategic Alliances EMEA at eQuest
solving challenges of the recruitment industry. As
Regional Sales Director at IGB, David focuses on
automated job posting and programmatic
advertising.
Connect with David on LinkedIn

Josh Akers, Internal Consultant
Josh Akers has a Bachelor's degree in journalism and is an
expert in HR technology. He will support VONQ's
international growth as an internal consultant and use his
expertise to help the company successfully expand in
existing and new markets.
Connect with Josh on LinkedIn

Together we will further accelerate international growth, open up new markets, and
optimize internal processes with the right impulses and ideas.

Yes, we are hiring!
Can you imagine helping large organizations all over the world to attract the right talent
with recruitment marketing expertise, automated processes and data-driven
technology? Then become part of the VONQ Group team! We’re looking for authentic,
out-of-the-box thinkers and do-ers who want to drive our innovative company forward
and have lots of fun doing it. Take a look at our open positions on our career page and
introduce yourself to us. We look forward to getting to know you!
To VONQ’s job openings

Global leaders trust in VONQ
We are gaining rapid momentum adding renowned companies like BioNTech, B&O
Group, Dekra SE, Randstad, Manpower, Experis and YER.com, among others to our
diverse set of enterprise users. We are excited to work with them, accelerating their job
advertising processes with VONQ solutions.

Currently, we already count 12 of the top 100 DAX companies and 21 of the Fortune
Global 500 among our customers. Everyday, we serve and support more than 1,000
customers, including Microsoft Corporation and CompuGroup in advertising open
positions. They get access to more than 2500 advertising media in the Job Marketing
Platform and benefit from automated processes. With our IGB Job Post solutions,
including programmatic advertising, our customers have access to a comprehensive
solution portfolio to meet all their job advertising needs simply and from one solution
provider.

Let’s attract the right talent!
Are you looking for a solution to fill your vacancies faster and more efficiently with the
right candidates? Then arrange a personal demo with our experts. We look forward to
helping you.
Request a demo

